
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of design manager. To join our growing team, please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for design manager

Managing and ensuring effective briefing of the Design Team including M&E
elements
Supporting the Safety by Design & Engineering forum or other similar
forums, representing the business stream, as required
Have leadership skills in a matrix organisation are required to deliver design
services in a timely manner with a customer and business sector specific focus
Have good working knowledge of BIM
Ensuring that the engineering designs are compliant with the specifications
and/or that the appropriate processes are followed to obtain the Owner’s
approval if value added elements of the design might be considered non-
compliant
Reviews design work completed by designers prior to production
Monitoring progress on a daily basis and obtaining status/late lists from the
document control system and then using this information to expedite and de-
conflict any barriers to progressing the design on time
Chairing weekly design progress meetings on behalf of the PM for the
delivery area
Identifying issues related to delivery of design deliverables and maintain a list
for problem solving or escalation
Ensuring the design development and assurance process is followed to
maximise the quality of the end product, including designer risk assessment
for CDM and constructability reviews
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Thorough understanding and appreciation of current web technologies and
trends experience with mobile, apps and responsive design
Expert knowledge of the permanent merchandising brand concepts including
brand spirit, technical details, materials, markets, samples, construction
details and prototypes with the supplier
Great sense of creativity
Experience designing woven shirts for large retailers such as American Eagle,
Loft, Aeropostale
Strong sense of on-brand style and aesthetic
Well-versed in trend, print, fabric, trim, and plaid CAD designs


